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History
Tucson Gay Newsletter aka TGN
was a Tucson Arizona based Gay owned
news and advertising publication
from 1976 to 1977 with a readership
following in Tucson and Phoenix
where it competed in both the Phoenix and
Tucson markets with other local
Gay publications.

The publications rights
and surviving archives were
donated to this effort by the last
living of its three former publishers
Robert Ellis [1] who assisted
in helping to complete and preserve this
collection.
Some of the publications staff
along with George Rederus [2],
Robert 'Bob' Bishop [3], and later
Robert 'Bob' Ellis life partner
Gary Clark [4] also greatly
assisted in those archiving efforts.
The licensed loan of
related collections archived
by the Tucson Gay Museum [5]
since 1967 was invaluable
in the completion of this archive.
The issue seen here is one
of 18 published during the run as a
publication that are in the archives.

Over time all issues will be
made virtually available.
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